SUMMARY

Aim: The purpose of this paper is to determine how many years a person could be expected to live if a specific cause of death was eliminated, and to compare potential gains in life expectancy (PGLEs) between Slovakia (SVK) and the Czech Republic (CZE).

Methods: PGLEs were computed from mortality reports (1996–2013) for deaths from the main groups of chronic diseases, namely ischaemic heart disease (IHD), cerebrovascular diseases (CVD), cancer (CA), diabetes mellitus (DM), and chronic respiratory diseases (CRD) for the Slovak and Czech populations in five-year age groups. Country comparative analysis was conducted by constructing rate ratios of PGLEs.

Results: In 2013, life expectancy at birth for the Slovak and Czech populations was 76.5 and 78.3 years. Overall trends of standardised mortality rates of chronic diseases roughly paralleled the PGLEs trend. During 1996–2013, SVK reported the highest PGLEs of IHD at an average of 4.54 years, compared to PGLEs of CA reaching a value of 3.61 years in CZE. The PGLEs of IHD showed the largest gap between SVK and CZE, with an average of 1.65 higher values in SVK. With the elimination of CVD as the third most influential disease in both countries, PGLEs decreased from 1.65 to 0.93 years in CZE; a negligible drop from 1.13 to 1.05 was recorded in SVK. The lowest impacts on life expectancy were recorded in DM and CRD. However, since 2005 these trends have deteriorated in CZE. In 2013, IHD had a similar impact on life expectancy in all age groups in SVK and a decreasing impact among 50–54 year olds in CZE. Similarly to SVK, people in CZE aged 45–49 could gain 0.94 years in LE after CVD elimination, which is nearly the same as at birth.

Conclusions: The higher the life expectancy after elimination of the cause of death is, the higher the impact of the disease on life expectancy. Health prevention programs should be mainly aimed at CA mortality in CZE, while the highest burden of IHD is seen in SVK.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, there has been a heterogeneous development of LE across countries influenced by political, social and economic changes. The countries of the former Soviet Union have reported significant changes in life expectancy after transition in 1989. As we consider countries of the Visegrad Group, the Czech Republic experienced improvement from 1989 to 2013 by 6.7 years compared to 5.3 years in Slovakia, while Poland and Hungary prolonged life expectancy by nearly the same, respectively, 6.3, 6.2 years (1).

Differences in life expectancy can be explained by many risk factors that are both specific to each disease, on the other hand, many diseases are affected by the same risk factors, like chronic diseases (2–4). Non-communicable diseases are responsible for nearly two thirds of all deaths (in Slovakia recently even more) and exhibit about 50% of global burden diseases (5). Currently, cardiovascular diseases are the most common cause of death for men and women in Europe, including Slovakia and Czech Republic (6).

Purpose of this paper is to offer information how many years people would live longer, if the chronic causes of death were eliminated, comparing Slovakia and Czech Republic. These results could be useful for health decision making, planning, and measuring the effectiveness of health care system financing (7–9).

In the literature, a common indicator used in assessment of the impact of disease elimination on life expectancy is the “potential gains in life expectancies” (10–13). Conversely, these analyses are missing in evaluation of the public health interventions in SVK and CZE. Some studies (14–16) examined that improvement of health status of population after 1989 results from several interacting factors. For instance, health care improvement made by increasing funds in health care system, market opening, access to the latest medical technology, methods, approaches, and also the availability of a wide range of the most modern medicaments. Targeted screenings of at-risk groups of people, a need for a healthy lifestyle, and individual care for health have an important role in an implementation of prevention programs (17, 18). These are closely related to the rising living standards, similarly, to the improvement of living and working environment.
The aim of the paper is to compare potential gains in life expectancy after the elimination of ischaemic heart disease (IHD), cancer (CA), cerebrovascular diseases (CVD), diabetes mellitus (DM), and chronic respiratory diseases (CRD) from 1996 to 2013 by age groups between CZE and SVK.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The data on cause-specific mortality by age groups were obtained from WHO mortality database in the case of CZE, and from National Health Information Centre of Slovakia (under the conditions of the contract).

Potential gains in life expectancy, both in Slovakia and Czech Republic, were calculated according to the methodological tutorials of Demographic Research Centre (19) and National Vital Statistics Reports (20), using the abridged life-tables technique. The sum up, firstly, age-specific mortality rates and the life expectancy (ex) expressing the all causes of deaths by five-year age groups were exhibited. Secondly, we subsequently calculated probabilities of survival (px), the probabilities of death eliminating the ith cause (nx(−i)), the number of person-years lived (Tx−i) in the age interval x to x + n, and the number of person-years lived after exact age x (Tx). Thirdly, the cause-eliminated life expectancy (Ex−i) by elimination of the specific causes of deaths was estimated, and finally, the potential gains in life expectancy of a certain disease by age groups were examined as a difference between life expectancy and cause-eliminated life expectancy.

Standardised mortality rates were composed by direct standardisation using the European standard population (21).

The rate ratio indicates how much higher or lower is the potential gains in life expectancy of a certain disease (i) in Slovakia relative to the PGLE of the same disease in the Czech Republic. It is expressed by formula:

\[
\text{Rate Ratio} = \frac{\text{PGLE}_{SVK,i}}{\text{PGLE}_{CZE,i}}
\]

RESULTS

Trends of Life Expectancy and Disease Mortality

In 1987, already two years before the velvet revolution, LE in CZE reached a value of 71.6 years, while in SVK 71.4 years. Since the velvet revolution in 1989, the scissors-like difference has still extended. In 2013, LE in CZE gained a number of 78.3 years, an increase of 6.7 years, compared to an increase by 5.1 years on the 76.5 years in SVK. However, they did not achieve the LE at birth across the 28 EU member states reached 80.6 years on average in 2013.

Comparing the standardised mortality rates of the specific groups of chronic diseases between SVK and CZE, the highest difference is seen in IHD when the values of SMR are significantly higher in SVK during the whole time period (Fig. 1).

Between 1996 and 2013, the standardised mortality rates of IHD decreased by 10.4%, from 528.6/100,000 inhabitants to 473.5/100,000 in SVK, and by 18.3% in CZE, from 445.3/100,000 to 363.8/100,000. At first, between 1996 and 2001, opposite trends were recognised between SVK and CZE, when the SMR of IHD raised by 10.5% in SVK, compared to the drop by 19% in CZE. This positive development of the SMR in CZE was influenced by the most significant factors, like an implementation of preventive screening programs, new treatment methods, significant rise of cardiovascular surgical procedures, better availability of modern medical technology, etc. (22). SVK lagged in a transformation of health care system in many dimensions, mainly in financing of health care system, what reflected the obstacle to develop preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic processes (23). From the year 2002 the trend was cyclical, in the same direction, both in CZE and SVK. The second highest peak was recorded in 2008 what can relate to the global economic crisis. In the last examined years, SMR reported decreasing trend in SVK, on the contrary to the slightly increasing trend in CZE.

As for SMR from cancer, SVK has reached slightly better values than CZE. From the beginning of the period to the year 2004, the trend of SMR was stagnated in CZE. On the other hand, during the time span 1996–2013, a percent decrease of SMR at a value of 23.4% was meaningfully higher in CZE, than a decreasing rate at a value of 4.1% in SVK. Better dynamics of SMR decrease can be the result of an implementation of mammography screening for women aged 45–69 years in 2002, although in the light of recent evidence questioning the real impact of mammography, other explanations should also be considered. Since 2008 and 2009, cervical screening program and colorectal cancer screening have been launched in CZE (23).

As for the development of SMR from CVD, the SMR were an average of 55.6% higher in CZE than in SVK during the 1996 and 2007. An opposite trend occurred from 2008, since the values of SMR had been lower in CZE. Dynamics of SMR decline was again higher in CZE (54.3%) compared to the SVK (23.7%). For example, this can be the result of operating the stroke centres with 24/7 thrombolysis in CZE.

On the contrary, SMR of CRD and DM reached slightly higher values in CZE, where the SMR from DM increased substantially from 11.9/100,000 to 45/100,000 and the SMR from CRD from 21.5/100,000 to 48/100,000.

Trends of Potential Gains in Life Expectancy from 1996–2013 in Slovakia and Czech Republic

During 1996–2013, CZE showed the highest impact on life expectancy of cancer diseases, an average of 3.61 years, followed by IHD, CVD, CRD, DM (Fig. 2). The highest PGLEs in SVK were observed for IHD, an average of 4.54, and secondly for cancer, an average of 3.3. Other diseases had the same position in both countries. Overall trends of PGLEs roughly paralleled the SMR trends.

As shown Figure 2, for CZE, the rising trend of PGLEs was the highest for DM, from 0.08 years in 1996 to 0.35 years in 2013, but the impact on life expectancy is negligible. On the contrary, the highest impacts on life expectancy resulted of elimination of cancer and ischaemic heart disease, respectively, from 3.65, 3.17 in 1996 to 3.31, 3.06 in 2013. It is visible that trends for cancer and IHD are decreasing, compared to rising trends of PGLEs of the same diseases in SVK. However, the highest decreasing trend was observed for PGLEs of CVD from 1.65 to 0.93, a drop of 43%, compared to a decrease of 7.34% from 1.13 to 1.05 in SVK. Conversely, PGLEs of CRD recorded almost four times higher...
Fig. 1. Standardised mortality rates per 100,000 inhabitants for the groups of chronic diseases in Slovakia and Czech Republic, 1996–2013.

Fig. 2. Potential gains in life expectancy (in years) for the Slovak and Czech population by reductions of deaths for groups of chronic diseases, 1996–2013.

Fig. 3. Rate ratio of potential gains in life expectancy (PGLE) of the selected chronic diseases, 1996–2013.
increase in CZE than in SVK, but the impact on life expectancy is very low.

To illustrate relative change, we calculated a rate ratio of PGLEs pertaining to the SVK and to the CZE (Fig. 3). The largest gap of PGLEs is evident for IHD, when SVK recorded an average of 1.65 greater gains compared to CZE during the whole period. On the contrary, ratios of PGLEs of CA reported the lowest variability, showing by 8% lower gains on average in SVK. During 1996–2006, DM disease elimination produced 1.35 higher PGLEs for SVK, subsequently, a reversal came in 2007 when gains of DM for SVK showed 0.59 times less than for CZE. The opposite results of rate ratios are seen in CVD, showing an average of 0.69 lower PGLEs for SVK till 2007, in the rest years gains demonstrated 1.14 times more than CZE. Rate ratio for CRD exhibited unstable development, once in favor of the SVK, then in favor of the CZE. Since 2005, SVK had recorded an average of 0.85 lower gains compared to CZE.

Differences of Potential Gains in Life Expectancy Among age Groups Between Slovakia and Czech Republic in 2013

Table 1 shows the PGLEs at birth by five-year age groups through the elimination in mortality from mentioned diseases in 2013, both for the Slovakia and Czech Republic. Comparing the countries, the PGLEs of ischaemic heart disease, cerebrovascular diseases and cancer were lower in the Czech Republic, on the contrary, PGLEs of diabetes mellitus and chronic respiratory diseases were higher.

As one would anticipate, these exclusions result in rather smaller increases in life expectancy at older ages (24).

In the Czech Republic, PGLEs of ischaemic heart disease mortality elimination were, unfortunately, increasing up to the 45–49 aged what means strengthening impacts of IHD on LE. Moreover, in Slovakia these impacts raised until the 75–79 aged meaning higher proportion of IHD mortality in elderly.

The PGLEs of cancer mortality decreased continuously until age 95+, reaching a value that is very low compared with the PGLE at birth, from 3.52 to 0.25 in SVK and from 3.31 to 0.13 in CZE. It supposes that there are great differences across age groups.

Cerebrovascular diseases have reached the third largest impacts on LE. The PGLEs are nearly the same up to the 45–49 aged, the PGLE at the value 0.94 means the expected years of life which are the same for 49 years old people and younger. These people could gain most benefits from the CVD elimination. Similar case is visible in Slovakia but just until the 40–44 years old.

In the case of DM elimination, PGLEs are improving from 45–49 years old to the end in CZE and from 50–54 years old in SVK.

Trend of PGLEs in chronic respiratory diseases was decreasing from 30–34 age group in Slovakia, while in the Czech Republic drop was recorded until from 55–59 aged. So, after elimination of CRD deaths, a person at birth could be expected to live 0.41 years longer than the actual LE at birth (78.16 years). Equally, a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>IHD</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>CVD</th>
<th>DM</th>
<th>CRD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVK</td>
<td>CZE</td>
<td>SVK</td>
<td>CZE</td>
<td>SVK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00–00</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01–04</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05–09</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10–14</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–19</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–24</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–29</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–34</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–39</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–44</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–49</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–54</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55–59</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–64</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–69</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–74</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–79</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–84</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85–89</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90–94</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95+</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
person at 50–54 aged could live 0.41 years longer than actual LE at this age group (29.9 years).

DISCUSSION

The PGLE is one of the indicators explaining an effectiveness of health care system (10). Total elimination of a certain cause of death leads to the maximal number of years to which the life expectancy could be prolonged. The higher PGLE shows a greater burden of disease for health care system. Overall trends of PGLEs are highly correlated with the SMR trends.

Based on our findings, the greatest burden of diseases on life expectancy occurred after elimination of deaths due to IHD in SVK and due to CA in CZE. These results show that more effective public health interventions on ischaemic heart disease prevention are needed in SVK, and on cancer prevention in CZE.

The PGLEs of both deaths decreased from 1996 to 2013 in CZE compared to an increase in SVK, and continued to have a meaningful impacts on life expectancy. Although, the impacts of CA are higher in CZE, their differences between countries are the lowest from all considered diseases.

Among age groups in 2013, elimination of the IHD mortality would give more benefits for people over 50 years of age in SVK than in CZE, since decreasing PGLEs change was observed from 50 years of age in CZE while PGLEs were almost unchanging during all age groups in SVK. There was a substantial gap between PGLEs of IHD in CZE and in SVK, suggesting that Slovak public health interventions could be inspired in those in CZE. PGLEs of the eliminating CA reported that any age category was not excessive burdened in both countries.

Summary, PGLEs of IHD shows the greatest impact on LE in SVK, trend is increasing, and burden of all age groups is almost the same. In CZE, IHD has the second highest values of PGLE, trend is decreasing and people up to the 49 years old are burdened of IHD the most.

In SVK, CA shows the second greatest impact on LE, trend is increasing, and from 60 years old significant changes between age groups occurred. In CZE, CA has the greatest impact on LE, but trend is decreasing and impact is strongly decreasing. When considering other diseases, changes between age categories are not so remarkable.

PGLEs of CVD have the third highest impact on LE, both in SVK and CZE, however, they performed the highest percent decrease of all diseases in CZE compared to very low drop on SVK. Since 75 years old, greater percent change are visible between age categories in SVK than in CZE, what means more significant differences between age groups.

PGLEs of DM accounted for the highest increase in CZE, and impact of DM is worsening compared to SVK. Through the elimination of DM, age groups up to the 44 years old lost the most years of life.

It is necessary to solve CRD mainly in CZE because they increase faster than in SVK and their impact changes the most from 65 years old.

During 1996–2013, cardiovascular mortality was primarily influenced by the lifestyle of population, physical inactivity, eating fatty foods, lower access to interventional diagnostics and interventional therapy. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, cardiocenters have emerged resulting in a decrease of cardiovascular mortality in Slovakia during the beginning of the second decade of this century. Between 2010 and 2013, SMR from IHD dropped from 546.1/100,000 to 473.5/100,000 and SMR from CVD fell from 180.2/100,000 to 140.7/100,000 (Fig. 1). Nevertheless, mortality in 2013 in Slovakia was comparable to mortality in 1996 in the Czech Republic.

Data limitation lies in the unavailability of the absolute number of causes of death coded in ICD-10th by five-year age groups, in 2014 for the Czech Republic. So, we were compelled to analyse the time span 1996–2013.

In the future, there is the need to address also in CZE and SVK the emerging causes of death found recently to substantially influence the increase in NCD-mortality: poisoning including drug overdose, liver diseases and cirrhosis, and suicide (25, 26).

CONCLUSIONS

The main critical finding is the extensive difference in PGLEs of IHD between SVK and CZE. The reasons can result from many factors, for example economic, physical, environmental, social, health care, etc. that are mostly the same for chronic diseases and could be the subject of our further analyses. However, it is desirable to focus on the prevention of lifestyle diseases in both countries leading to extending of life expectancy. All actors who forming chronic diseases prevention, for example patients, primary health care, hospitals, media, schools, etc., play an important role in achieving prolonged life expectancy.
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